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Feedback, suggestions? Hit Reply to let us know.
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1. Parkways for People: Tulip Festival By Bike This
Weekend

Thanks to all who showed up for our Celebration of the Opening of the Parkways
last Saturday, including special guests MP Yasir Naqvi and Councillors McKenney,
Menard, Fleury and Leiper. We cycled down to the Tulip Festival -- and highly
recommend a visit by bike while the QED is open this weekend west of Bronson to
pedestrians, cyclists, strollers, wheelchairs and other active users.

2. Word on the Street
The vote on a $333m Lansdowne revitalization framework goes to City
Council next week, 28 days after it was publicly revealed.
Ken Rubin discusses why Council should reject this.
Mohammed Adam asks why we aren't looking at other options.
I lay out one Alternative Vision for the site.
The City has shared a proposed Public Realm Plan for Stittsville Main
Street, with some decent cycling and walking infrastructure.
Some pedestrian beg buttons are getting motion detection.
The City wants to demolish the rail bridge across the Rideau River near
uOttawa, which many are opposing. One thoughtful voice in support.
Echo Drive -- Ottawa's own European-style bike street.
Could we re-wild the extreme west of the Central Experimental Farm?

3. This Week's Big Idea: NYC 25x25
New York's mayor has endorsed a plan to reclaim 25% of roadways for "walkable
pedestrian plazas, green space, bus lanes and dedicated cycle paths by 2025."
This is an ambitious goal, backed by strong leadership. How much could we aim to
reclaim in Ottawa?

4. Stand Up For Something
(new listings first)

The City is consulting on the 2022-2024 Greenfield/Main/Hawthorne
reconstruction in Old Ottawa East, which includes cycle tracks on those streets,
including a link from the Canal to the LRT MUP. Review project plans and submit
comments until May 31. The red lines in the image above is my understanding of
where bike lanes will be installed.
Free tree saplings (22 native species) available through Ecology Ottawa this
Saturday May 21 (9am-noon) at 3310 McCarthy Rd. See the full schedule of tree
giveaways in May and June.

Canada Lands Company is consulting the public on the transformation of
Tunney's Pasture. (I know!) Workshops to develop community values on May 25
and 26.
--A new warehouse is coming to Conroy and Walkley, and its threatening to
encroach on the Conroy Rd bike lanes. This will be going to the City's Planning
Committee on May 26. Contact kelly.crozier@ottawa.ca if you'd like to share your
opinions.
Pedal Power -- Vélo Canada Bikes nationwide counting of bike traffic -- is
looking for people in Ottawa, to count bikes (usually for a single 2 hour shift)
between June 7-14.
For anyone looking for a social bike ride around Ottawa, #ottbikesocial will be
out every Thursday evening starting at 7pm from these departure points.

5. Bike Ottawa Suggested Reading
EVs aren't the answer to curbing the #ClimateEmergency, or true
#VisionZero. So what is? Fewer cars on the road. How? Transit is part of it!
The continuing discussion of parking minimums. If Kingston can do it, why
can't we?
Look, even LA is rethinking highway expansion! Time to stop inducing
traffic for private motor vehicles, time to focus on active transportation and

traffic for private motor vehicles, time to focus on active transportation and
transit.
Some push back on urban sprawl and the building of highways!
Great read about auto-dependence: "'Level of service' is the original sin of
American traffic engineering."
Let's talk about streets: "Streets, especially when planned similarly to roads,
are often a detriment to the very destinations they are meant to connect."
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